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Abstract. Synchronization discrepancies between acceleration response data sets may result in non-negligible 

errors in experimental mode shapes computed as part of operational modal analysis (OMA). Time lags between 

acceleration response data sets are usually encountered in wireless structural health monitoring systems, in 

which clock synchronization is not inherent. Nonetheless, deviations from perfect synchronization between 

acceleration response data sets can also be observed in cable-based systems, in cases where more than one data 

acquisition unit is used. Methods for eradicating synchronization-induced errors in mode shapes extracted 

through OMA predominantly include computationally intensive analyses performed at the output stage of OMA. 

In this paper, a synchronization method for removing errors from mode shapes extracted through OMA is 

presented. This method is applied at an intermediate stage of OMA by computing time lags between acceleration 

response data sets based on the phase differences at modal peaks in the Fourier spectra of the data sets, and the 

corresponding expected phase differences derived either from numerical analysis or from engineering judgment. 

The proposed method is verified through simulations of synchronization discrepancies with time lags artificially 

inserted into acceleration response data sets and validated through field tests on a pedestrian overpass bridge. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Assessing the operability of civil infrastructure assets is usually hindered by uncertainties infiltrating the entire 

structural life cycle from conceptual design to structural maintenance. As part of planning for infrastructure 

resilience, which has been drawing increasing attention in modern societies, obtaining knowledge on the current 

structural condition of civil infrastructure assets alleviates uncertainty-induced misjudgments in structural 

maintenance strategies implemented to avert hazards to public safety. Furthermore, the advances in sensor 

technologies have enabled contributions from structural health monitoring (SHM) systems to traditional 

structural maintenance strategies, such as non-destructive testing through visual inspections. SHM-derived 

knowledge on structural condition is usually obtained by applying system identification methods, a large part of 

which falls into the category of experimental structural dynamics for extracting structural dynamic properties, 

such as eigenfrequencies and vibration mode shapes. Traditional experimental structural dynamics dictate 

investigating the structural dynamic behavior using the input-output relationship of structural vibrations, by 

artificially exciting structures, usually referred to as “experimental modal analysis”. However, civil infrastructure 

typically includes large-scale structures, such as bridges and tunnels, which require special equipment and large 

amounts of energy to be artificially excited. As a result, research has been focusing on output-only methods for 

experimental structural dynamics, which are associated with the so-called “operational modal analysis” 

(OMA) [1]. OMA methods have the advantage of not requiring artificial excitation of structures, thus causing 

negligible disturbance to the operation of civil infrastructure [2].  

Research on OMA methods has been widespread in the last four decades [3]. In particular, methods for 

deriving structural dynamic properties have been proposed using either raw acceleration response data (“time-

domain methods”) or acceleration response data represented as harmonic functions via the Fourier transform 

(“frequency-domain methods”). Seminal time-domain OMA approaches include the stochastic subspace 

identification method [4] and the Ibrahim time-domain method [5], while in the frequency-domain, examples of 

notable approaches are the peak-picking method complemented by the frequency domain decomposition 

method [6]. Representing common ground among these approaches, the main goal in OMA is to extract three 


